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Announcements
1. Lab 1, Lab 2, and HW 0 due Friday 01/28 (all 

of these CANNOT be dropped)
2. HW 1 released Tuesday at noon, due next 

Tuesday 02/01
3. OH starts this week entirely online
4. Please complete the Pre-Semester Survey!
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All About Your TA!
Hey, I’m Aniruth! I’m a second year EECS and Business major.

Discussion: Wednesday 9 AM

Lab: Thursday 9 AM

Office Hour: Monday 10 AM
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Review
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Anatomy of a Function
/** Print all primes up to and including LIMIT. */

private static void printPrimes(int limit) { 

for (int p = 2; p < = limit; p += 1) {

if (isPrime(p)) { 

System.out.print(p + " ");

}

}

System.out.println();

}

Comments

Keywords for the basic elements of the 
language (we will cover more later)

Type declarations - Java is statically 
typed so we have to tell the computer 
what type of value every variable holds 
and what every function returns

Variable and Function Names that allow 
us to refer to our stored values

Don’t forget the brackets and 
semicolons!
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Structure of a Class
public class CS61BStudent { // Class Declaration

public int idNumber; // Instance Variables
public int grade;
public static String professor = “Hilfinger”; // Class (Static) Variables
public CS61BStudent (int id) { // Constructor

this.idNumber = id;
this.grade = 100;

}
public void watchLecture() { // Instance Method

...
}
public static void updateGrades() { // Class (Static) Method

...
}

}
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Instantiating Classes
public class CS61BLauncher {

public static void main(String[] args) {
CS61BStudent studentOne; // Declare class
studentOne = new CS61BStudent(32259); // Instantiate and assign class
CS61BStudent studentTwo = new CS61BStudent(19234); // Both at once

studentOne.watchLecture(); // Instance methods are called on instance

CS61BStudent.updateGrades(); // Static methods can be 
 // called by class OR instance

}
}
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Static vs. Instance
Static variables and functions belong to the whole class. 
Example: Every 61B Student shares the same professor, and if the professor were to change it would change for 
everyone.

Instance variables and functions belong to each individual instance.
Example: Each 61B Student has their own ID number, and changing a student’s ID number doesn’t change 
anything for any other student.
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